The Third Meeting of the Executive Board of the Asian Mayors Forum was held from
28 to 30 November 2013 in the main building of the Municipality of Gaziantep, Turkey

Participants
This international event was organized by the Asian Mayors Forum Secretariat (AMF) and hosted
by the Metropolitan Municipality of Gaziantep. Participants from 17 Asian Cities and Metropolitans as
well as representatives from a number of international organizations who took part in this meeting
included (in alphabetical order):Gaziantep, Qazvin, South New Delhi,Ankara, Shiraz, Istanbul, Haikou,
Tehran, Colombo, Qom, Tripoli, Karaj, Baalbeck, Tutin, Antakya, Seoul, Bangkok, Al-Quds Al-Sharif,
Union of Municipalities of Marmara, United Cities and Local Government (UCLG/MEWA) and UN
Habitat.

Opening ceremony
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Opening Session Speakers
The opening session began with welcoming remarks by Dr. Asim Guzelbey, the Honorable Mayor
of Gaziantep as the host to the third Executive Board Meeting. Dr. Guzelbey welcomed all participants
and noted that “in today’s world, because of the globalization the common values are increasing and
shared by different human communities and cities. We wish that these values be always on the side of
peace and love.”

Mayor of Gaziantep

The second speaker was Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi, the Honorable Secretary General of AMF
who also made welcoming remarks to the participants representing member cities and observer
organizations. Mr. Khodadadi pointed out: “this meeting is yet another opportunity to renew our resolve
to work together for a better and more prosperous Asia. Each member-city of our organization has a
role to play in the promotion of this ideal goal and a fair share of responsibility in facilitating and
materializing its requirements. … What is needed at this stage is to come up with practical roadmaps
and devise effective mechanisms to better implement the decisions made by the AMF General
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Assembly. The AMF Charter has entrusted the Executive Board with this crucial responsibility. Thus we
have gathered here to make decisions, output ideas, develop plans, and provide action plans for the
AMF member cities in order to move the Forum closer to its goals and objectives.”

Secretary General of AMF

Honorable Dr. Vallop Suwande, the Representative of M.S. Sukhumbhand Paribatra (the
President of AMF) was the next speaker who conveyed a message on behalf of M.R. Sukhumbhand
Paribatra, the Governor of Bangkok and the President of the Asian Mayors Forum. He always mentions
that he has been privileged and honored to be chosen as the President of the Forum. He emphasized
that M.R. Sukhumbhand Paribatra deems this Executive Board Meeting a very significant event. He
stated that this is a very important opportunity for all the distinguished mayors to get together and
share their visions and determination to uphold the principles of the AMF Charter.
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Representative of Bangkok

Mr. Ibrahim Evrim, the Deputy Secretary General of Gaziantep Municipality concluded the
opening session by his warm welcoming words extended to the participants and presented a video clip
about the considerable progresses accomplished in the development of the city of Gaziantep.

Representative of Gaziantep
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Executive Board Meeting on Organizational Matters
The opening session was followed by Executive Board Meeting on Organizational Matters. According
to the Agenda prepared by the Secretariat, this session proceeded in the following order:
1. Report by the Secretary General
Honorable Mr. Khodadadi, the Secretary General of the Asian Mayors Forum presented a
comprehensive report on the activities of the organization in the following order:

Chairmen of the Meeting

A) AMF Website
Following the Executive Board and General Assembly meetings in Bangkok, the AMF
Bangkok Declaration mandated the Secretariat to pursue certain important tasks by requesting
the Secretary General to produce specific reports on them. The AMF Secretary General
presented a report focusing on three such important mandates. The first item involves "further
use of information technology and on-line communication by AMF Members including upgrading
the Secretariat’s website and developing a data bank of documents and reports on successful
urban projects from all Member cities." The Secretary General reported that the Secretariat has
so far been successful in setting up an informative and up-to-date website and a working
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electronic communication system through which we have been trying to keep member cities
fully aware of all developments within the organization.
As the Secretary General pointed out while the Secretariat has dedicated time and
energy to develop this system, it fully depends on the provision of all sorts of support by the
AMF member cities. It is therefore incumbent upon the Executive Board and future meeting of
the General Assembly to encourage all member cities to supply their relevant data along with
the "documents and reports on successful urban projects" to be posted on the AMF website.

B) AMF Awards
The second task of mandated to the Secretariat by the Bangkok Declaration was
"establishing AMF Awards to be granted on competitive and expert evaluation bases to the most
successful accomplishments by member cities within the scope of activities of the three AMF
Standing Commissions". The General Assembly asked the Secretariat to submit a report on the
issue to the next meeting of the Executive Board for its consideration.

Opening ceremony

The Secretary General submitted an initial report on establishing Asian Mayors Award for Urban
Innovation and presented an outline of the initiative by addressing its Purposes & Objectives as well as
Rules & Procedures. The main purpose and objective of the AMF Award was described as follows: The
Award has been intended to promote and reward the successful and best practices of cities and local
governments in advancing AMF goals and improving urban management. Furthermore, the purposes of
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the award include: rewarding outstanding performances of cities and local governments in innovation,
encouraging cities and local governments to advance innovation, improving local governance,
publicizing and advocating successful cases in urban innovation.

Opening ceremony

The rules and regulation part included titles such as content and intervals; eligibility criteria; assessment
criteria; selection process; awarding procedures. It was suggested that the first Asian Mayors Award will
be awarded in the Fourth General Assembly Meeting in 2014 and it will be presented every two years to
up to 5 outstanding initiatives that are judged according to the rules and procedures and each will
receive a prize consisting of an AMF Trophy and an AMF Certificate.
The eligibility criteria are to be as follows:
1. The Asian Mayors Award is open to all cities and Asian regions and members of UCLG and
Metropolis.
2. Submitters shall be responsible for the truth and validity of their submissions.
3. Submitted applications for the Asian Mayors Award should meet the following criteria:
a) It should involve an original initiative such as a policy, a project or practice aimed at
promoting
social,
environmental,
technological,
economic,
and/or
governance/administrative undertakings in the city or region.
b) It must be currently running, or have been completed within the past two years.
c) It must provide indicators or evidence of substantial impacts or changes that cause
or contribute to meeting the stated objective(s) of the initiative.
d) Submissions that do not succeed in being selected for the AMF Award may resubmit in subsequent cycles should there be new evidence or indicators of impacts
or changes.
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Opening ceremony

The text of the proposed initiative for establishing Asian Mayors Award for Urban Innovation is printed
in a separate page in this Report.

C) Data Bank on Urban Traffic and Transportation
The Bangkok Declaration also welcomed “the proposal by Tehran Municipality to establish an ad
hoc working group comprising all volunteer members to identify ways and means for developing
a data bank on urban traffic and transportation with a human-oriented perspective." The
Secretary General added that the Secretariat has been working with Tehran municipality to
arrange for the gathering of experts on the subject. Following the Secretary General report on
the subject, Mr. Mozaffari, the distinguished representative of Tehran municipality in this
meeting informed the Executive Board of the progress made so far in this regard and announced
that the municipality of Tehran is ready to host the working group meeting in September 2014
in further coordination with the Secretariat.
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D) Membership Fee
The Secretary General further pointed out that the Bangkok Declaration while
confirming the Executive Board's decision on the AMF annual budget, "called upon AMF
members to provide their respective membership fees, as well as voluntary contributions, in due
time". While AMF remains heavily dependent on the generous support by the municipality of
Tehran, the Secretary General reported that AMF progress in this area has not been satisfactory.
He, therefore, sought guidelines and practical measures the Executive Board could provide in
this regard.

E) Expanding the Scope of AMF Membership and Broadening Inter-Organizational Relations
The Secretary General touched upon the important issues of developing working relations with
sister organizations as a priority in his work. He highlighted the following in his report:
i. Reaching a mutual agreement between AMF and UCLG-MEWA for granting observer
status to each other and participation in each other's meetings;
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ii. Meeting the Secretary General of the Union of Municipalities of Marmara (UMM) in
Istanbul and exploring existing grounds for future cooperation between the two
organizations;
iii. Receiving a delegation from municipality of Haikou and discussing its preparation for
membership;
iv. Receiving the Secretary General of Organization of 8 Developing Countries (D8) and
reviewing the possibilities for future cooperation.

F) New Premises of the AMF Secretariat
The Secretary General informed the Executive Board that thanks to the generosity of Honorable
Dr. Ghalibaf, the Mayor of Tehran and close cooperation by Tehran Municipality, the Secretariat has
now moved to its new office with beautiful surrounding in one of the most affluent areas of Tehran.

The headquarter of Asian mayors Forum Secretariat-Tehran
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Budgetary Issues

The Budgetary issues on the Executive Board Agenda involved two important parts, namely: the
consideration and approval of Annual Budgetary Report by the Secretary General and the Approval of
AMF Annual Budget for 2014. The Secretary General emphasized the need for voluntary contributions
by member cities in order to keep the activities of the AMF continue and improve. He also asked for
legal facilities to be provided by member cities for opening a bank account under the name of AMF
Secretariat for the collection of membership fees and voluntary contributions. Honorable
Representative of Bangkok Metropolitan Municipality, Dr. Vallop Suwande and Honorable
representative of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, promised to offer their particular assistance in this
respect.
AMF Next President and Date and Venue of the next General Assembly
The Secretary General reported to the executive Board that despite the insistence made by the
delegation of Kuwait city in Bangkok to host the AMF General Assembly in 2014, the relevant authorities
of the city have declined to uphold their commitment and the Secretariat has not been able to acquire a
valid justification. Nevertheless, Mr. Masoud Nosrati, Honorable Mayor of city of Qazvin in Iran and Mrs.
Zhou Zhonghui, Honorable Head of Delegation of the Haikou City in China expressed their willingness for
hosting the 4th AMF General Assembly in 2014. After hearing the proposals made by these authorities,
and following an impressive clip shown on the facilities and attractions of the city of Haikou, the
Executive Board decided to choose Haikou as the venue for the 4th AMF General Assembly and its
Honorable Mayor, Mr. Qiang Ni as the next AMF President. It was further decided that the 4th AMF
General Assembly will be held in November 2014 in coordination with the Secretariat.
Secretary General’s New Term of Office
Since the first term of office of Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi as the Secretary General of AMF has
come to an end, many Executive Board members, including the authorities of the municipality of
Gaziantep, Istanbul, Tehran, Shiraz, Qazvin, Bangkok and Jerusalem appreciated the constructive efforts
and dedicated services made by Mr. Khodadadi during his first term in office as the AMF Secretary
General and unanimously decided to re-elect him for the second term.
The first session of the Executive Board was concluded by a group photo.
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How to Make AMF More Effective?
The Executive Board dedicated its afternoon session to a vigorous discussion on the ways and
means of how to make AMF more effective. The outcome of this interactive session emphasized the
following suggestions:
a. Holding the meeting of 3 AMF Commissions in 2014 with the central themes of:
i. Common challenges to urban management
ii. City to City cooperation
iii. Local governance and public participation
b. Implementing the Asian Mayors Award for urban innovation
c. Further improving and utilizing the AMF website as a means of communication
d. Sharing experiences & best practices
AMF Commissions Meetings in 2014
Following a constructive discussion in this session, Dr. Hamad A. Hassan, Honorable Mayor of
Baalbek in Lebanon, undertook to host the meeting of the AMF Commission on Common Challenges to
Urban Management in June 2014 and invited all Member cities for cooperation and participation.
Furthermore, Mr. Masoud Nosrati ,Honorable Mayor of Qazvin in Iran, expressed his willingness to host
the AMF Commission on Local Governance and Public Participation in September 2014 and invited all
member cities to cooperate and participate in the event. Mr. Mozaffari, the representative of
Municipality of Tehran, also suggested that the meeting of the AMF Commission on City to City
Cooperation convene in Tehran in September 2014 so that participants could conveniently take part in
two meetings by traveling to Iran. The Executive Board agreed to these initiatives and requested the
Secretary General to coordinate the details and inform all member cities in due course.

Also, Honorable Member of City councilor of Jerusalem Mr. MAZIN NASHASHIBI stated: We are facing
many difficulties and challenges in Jerusalem because of occupation, we are asking our member cities to
help us to overcome these difficulties.
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MOUs Signed at the Sidelines of the Executive Board Meeting
In line with expansion of Asian cities cooperation facilitated by the AMF, a ceremony was held
for signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between the AMF, represented by Honorable Mr.
Mohammad Khodadadi the distinguished Secretary General of AMF and the World Assembly of Islamic
Cities (WIC) Represented by Mr. Masoud Nosrati, the distinguished President of WIC.
Moreover, Honorable Mr. Ali reza Pakfetrat the Mayor of Shiraz and Honorable Mr. Masoud Nosrati, the
Mayor of Qazvin signed two Memorandums of Understanding on Friendship and Cooperation with
Honorable Mr. Asim Guzelbey the Mayor of Gaziantep.

An honorary membership was presented to Dr. Kwaak the president of word citizens’
organization (WCO) by AMF, and Dr. Kwaak also assigned Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi the Secretary
General of AMF as honorary Ambassador to Tehran by WCO.
City Tours Organized by the Municipality of Gaziantep
On Friday 29 November all participants took part in a city tour that was organized by
Metropolitan Municipality of Gaziantep. The tour included the visit to the elegant Mosaic Museum in
Gaziantep. It also included a tour through the traditional but recently renovated copper Bazaar in
Gaziantep as well as visiting the Culture Road; Culinary Museum; Castle of Gaziantep. All delegates were
also taken to traditional restaurants and offered delicious kebab and Baghlava by hosting of honorable
Mayor of Gaziantep.
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Mosaic Museum- Gaziantep

Thanks & Appreciations
All delegations expressed their sincere thanks and appreciations to Dr. Qalibaf the Honorable
Mayor of Tehran for founding the AMF in city –to- city cooperation's and to Honorable Mr. Asim
Guzelbey, the distinguished Mayor and Honorable Mr. Ibrahim Evrim, the Deputy Secretary General of
Metropolitan Gaziantep for their warm hospitality and hosting of the Third Executive Board Meeting of
AMF.
The Secretary General of AMF appreciated the works and endeavors of staffs of the international
relations department of municipality of Gaziantep namely: TANRIOVER ASLIHAN, SAHIN CETIN, OZGL
AILS and DERMAN KAHRAMAN.
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Appendix

WELCOME SPEECH OF DR. ASIM GUZELBEY
Honorable Governor of Gaziantep,
Honorable Mayors,
Secretary General of AMF,
Members of Executive Board o f AMF,
Dear Guests,
Valuable Members of local and national press
Good Morning everybody and Welcome all to the third Asian Mayors Forum Executive Board Meeting,
held in Gaziantep.
Gaziantep has been the cradle to many civilizations since the beginning of first human settlements.
From this geography we keep sending love, friendship and peace messages to world citizens.
In the world of today, because of the globalization the common values are everyday increasing and
shared by different human communities from different races and religions.
We wish that these values be always from the side of peace and love.
Dear friends, the rising star of Turkey, our veteran city of Gaziantep is happy today for hosting all of you.
Today we are here for the third meeting of Asian Mayors forum Executive Board.
Asian Mayors forum is a totally voluntary organization intending to do joint activities using the available
resources to achieve more cooperation and integrity among Asian cities, urban development and higher
standards of life for all citizens.
Our purpose is to establish sustainable peace, promoting constructive co-operations among Asian cities
and people, increasing friendly relations among Asian cities and sustainable development of all Asian
cities in different economic, social, scientific and technological fields.
I am repeating my welcome wishes and hope that our meeting be fruitful for all of us.
Best regards
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Full Text of the Speech of Dr. Vallop Suwandee, the Honorable Chairman of the
Advisors to the Governor on the capacity of M.R. Sukhumbhand Paribatra, the
Governor of Bangkok and the President of the Asian Mayors Forum
Delivered at the 3rd Executive Board Meeting at Gaziantep, the Republic of Turkey on the 28 th
November 2013.
Honorable Mayor of Gaziantep, Honorable Secretary General of the Asian Mayors Forum, Honorable
Mayors and Distinguished Delegations:
It is indeed my privilege and honors to convey the message on behalf of M.R. Sukhumbhand Paribatra,
the Governor of Bangkok and the President of the Asian Mayors Forum this morning.
M.R. Sukhumbhand Paribatra deems this 3rd Executive Board Meeting a very significant event. He always
mentions that he has been very privileged and honored to be chosen as the President of the Forum. He
emphatically asserted that this is a very opportune moment of all the distinguished mayors to gather
and shared together their valuable visions and most importantly their strong determination and
commitment to uphold the pillars of the principles of the AMF Charter.
The Governor is looking forwards to joining the upcoming AMF Assembly in the future and he would like
to join the Distinguished Mayors in wishing for all of the successes for this 3rd Executive Board Meeting.
As far as my present capacity is concerned, my duty will not end with the convey of the remark of the
Governor of Bangkok but I still do have an obligation of conveying to the Governor of the warmest
hospitality receiving from the Honorable Mayor of Gaziantep, in particular, and from the citizens of
Gaziantep in general. In addition to the conveying of the impressions of commitment and strong
determination of all AMF members to the Board Meeting.
Thank you very much.
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Statement by Honorable Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi the
Secretary-General of the AMF at the Inaugural Session of the
AMF Third Executive Board Meeting
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is my honor to address this noble and distinguished gathering today. I would like to register my
appreciation to Honorable, Dr. Asim Guzelbey the distinguished Mayor of Gaziantep for hosting this
meeting and leading our session.
I wish also to express my sincere thanks to Honorable, Mr. Ibrahim Evrim, Deputy Secretary General of
Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality, for his sincere and effective support without which this important
meeting would have not been realized. My special thanks would also go to all distinguished delegates
who have contributed to the high spirits of this meeting by their presence.
Mr. Chairman,
Honorable Delegates,
Asian Mayors Forum is only six years old now. Over this relatively short duration, however, it has made
considerable accomplishments. As an organization of non-governmental character, it has promoted and
enhanced city-to-city diplomacy across many Asian cities. AMF has also facilitated city-to-city
cooperation by providing a venue for the exchange of views on common opportunities and challenges.
This meeting is yet another opportunity to renew our resolve to work together for a better and more
prosperous Asia. Each member-city of our organization has a role to play in the promotion of this ideal
goal and a fair share of responsibility in facilitating and materializing its requirements. The essence of
Asian city-to-city diplomacy as inspired and promoted by the AMF is to utilize the powers and functions
of Mayor and local authorities in a harmonized and effective manner towards further cooperation and
convergence in Asia. Such cooperation is hoped o brig about further development and prosperity to
AMF member cities.
Indeed, the AMF has already made remarkable contributions to this goal by identifying and addressing
fundamental issue areas for cooperation among Asian cities, namely: city to city cooperation, common
challenges, and local governance and public participation.
What is needed at this stage is to come up with practical roadmaps and devise effective mechanisms to
better implement the decisions made by the AMF General Assembly. The AMF Charter has entrusted the
Executive Board with this crucial responsibility. Thus we have gathered here to make decisions, output
ideas, develop plans, and provide action plans for the AMF member cities in order to move the Forum
closer to its goals and objectives.
I am confident that this meeting shall prove yet another successful event in the AMF activities. The
Secretariat, in collaboration with authorities of the host city, has prepared a program of work which
includes all agenda items to be discussed along with relevant background information.
I shall look forward to witnessing constructive talks and deliberations through participation and
contribution by all members of the Executive Board throughout the meeting.
Thank you.
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Report by Honorable Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi
Secretary General of Asians Mayors Forum
On
AMF Activities
Before the Third Executive Board Meeting
Gaziantep – 28 November 2013
Distinguished Members of the AMF Executive Board
I am glad to have the opportunity at this occasion to brief the Executive Board on the Secretariat's
activities since we last met in Bangkok last year.
2. Following the third General Assembly in Bangkok, the Secretariat's job involved the preparation
of a detailed report of the meeting. Although it may seem simple and procedural, I hope you
would appreciate that preparation of a report in a proper manner for publishing needs much
care and patience. This report has already been sent to all members. I have asked my colleagues
to bring some extra copies to have it handy for your convenience.

3. The Secretariat has also done the best to fulfill its tasks as mandated by the Bangkok General
Assembly meeting. Following the Executive Board and General Assembly meetings in Bangkok,
the AMF Bangkok Declaration mandated the Secretariat to pursue certain important tasks by
requesting the Secretary General to produce specific reports on them. The first item involves
"further use of information technology and on-line communication by AMF Members including
upgrading the Secretariat’s website and developing a data bank of documents and reports on
successful urban projects from all Member cities." The Secretariat has so far been successful in
setting up an informative and up-to-date website and a working electronic communication
system through which we have been trying to keep member cities fully aware of all
developments within the organization. I admit there are still thousand miles to go before
claiming to have developed the desired data bank, however a journey of one thousand mile
begins with the first step and we are happy to have already taken the first step in this direction. I
would like to stress here that while the Secretariat has dedicated time and energy to develop
this system, it fully depends on the provision of all sorts of support by the AMF member cities. It
is therefore upon the Executive Board and future meeting of the General Assembly to
encourage all member cities to supply their relevant data along with the "documents and
reports on successful urban projects" to be posted on the AMF website.
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The second task of mandated to the Secretariat by the Bangkok Declaration was
"establishing AMF Awards to be granted on competitive and expert evaluation bases to the
most successful accomplishments by member cities within the scope of activities of the three
AMF Standing Commissions". The General Assembly asked the Secretariat to submit a report on
the issue to the next meeting of the Executive Board for its consideration. Today I am happy to
submit to this meeting my initial report in this respect. I look forward to hearing your
constructive comments during this meeting and welcome written comments addressed to my
email later on.

The Bangkok Declaration also welcomed “the proposal by Tehran Municipality to establish
an ad hoc working group comprising all volunteer members to identify ways and means for
developing a data bank on urban traffic and transportation with a human-oriented perspective"
and we have been working with Tehran municipality to explore the possibilities for holding a
gathering of experts on the subject. I hope that the distinguished representative of Tehran
municipality in this meeting would inform the Executive Board on the progress made so far in
this regard.

Furthermore, as you recall, the Bangkok Declaration while confirming the Executive Board's
decision on the AMF annual budget, called "upon AMF members to provide their respective
membership fees, as well as voluntary contributions, in due time". I have to report to the Third
Executive Board that that AMF progress in this area has not been satisfactory. While we remain
heavily dependent on the generous support by the municipality of Tehran, any guideline and
practical measures the Executive Board could provide in this regard will be highly appreciated.

The last, but not the least, point I would like to raise at this stage is in fact the question of
the venue for the Fourth Meeting of the AMF General Assembly. As you know the Bangkok
Declaration had welcome the proposition by the Kuwaiti head of delegation to host the next
meeting, however we have been informed that authorities in Kuwait are not in a position to
host the meeting and the Executive Board therefore should decide on this matter.
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4.

Expanding the scope of AMF membership and development of close and working relations with
sister organizations has been a priority in our list of work. We have succeeded in:
j. Reaching a mutual agreement between AMF and UCLG-MEWA for granting observer
status to each other and participation in each other's meetings;
ii. Meeting with the Secretary General of the Union of Municipalities of Marmara (UMM) in
Istanbul and exploring existing grounds for future cooperation between the two
organizations;
iii. Receiving a delegation from municipality of Haikou and discussing its preparation for
membership; and
iv. Receiving the Secretary General of Organization of 8 Developing Countries (D8) and
reviewing the possibilities for future cooperation.
5. Since our last meeting we have had two new members in the AMF family. Those are the city of
Qazvin in Iran and the city of Haikou in China. The Secretariat has been in active contact with
these two new member cities to brief them and, for its part, is happy to welcome them in the
family.
6. During our last meeting in Bangkok I briefed the Executive Board of Tehran Municipality's plans
to provide the Secretariat with a dedicated building. I am pleased to inform the meeting that,
thanks to the generosity of Dr. Ghalibaf and Tehran Municipality, the Secretariat has now moved
to its new office with beautiful surrounding in one of the most affluent areas of Tehran. It took
some time to move in and have everything put in place, but it was worth it and now we would
be even more pleased to received delegations from all member cities in our new office.
7. I should also report that pursuant to Gaziantep's candidacy for hosting the Third Executive
Board meeting, the Secretariat set up a special support team in close coordination with
municipality of Gaziantep in preparation for this event. While I sincerely thank and appreciate
the valuable efforts and generous contributions by Gaziantep municipality for hosting and
organizing this meeting, I announce the Secretariat’s readiness to provide all necessary services
needed for preparation for the AMF meetings in all member cities.

I thank you for your attention.
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AMF Secretariat’s Proposal for Establishing
ASIAN MAYORS AWARD FOR URBAN INNOVATION
Pursuant to the Decision Made by AMF General Assembly
As Indicated in AMF Bangkok Declaration
Purposes & Objectives
Asian Mayors Award for Urban Innovation, to be known as AMF Award, is intended to promote and
reward the successful and best practices of cities and local governments in advancing AMF goals and
improving urban management. By promoting innovation activities of cities and local governments, the
award provides examples and guidance to cities and local governments in their endeavors to achieve
comprehensive, harmonious and sustainable development, thus making great contribution to global
cooperation among cities.
The purposes of the award can be expressed in the following four aspects: rewarding outstanding
performances of cities and local governments in innovation, encouraging cities and local governments to
advance innovation, improving local governance, publicizing and advocating successful cases in urban
innovation.
The Asian Mayors Award for Urban Innovation is to be awarded to innovative initiatives (policies,
projects or practices) in the public sector of cities and regions all over the Asia. Its objective is to
recognize the importance of public sector innovation in promoting the socio-economic conditions, the
quality of environment and sustainability of cities and regions, and advancing the livelihood of their
citizens.
Content & Intervals
The first Asian Mayors Award will be awarded in the Fourth General Assembly Meeting in 2014 and it
will be presented every two years to up to 5 outstanding initiatives that are judged according to the
rules and procedures and each will receive a prize consisting of an AMF Trophy and an AMF Certificate.
RULES AND PROCEDURES
Eligibility Criteria
1. The Asian Mayors Award is open to all cities and Asian regions and members of UCLG and
Metropolis.
2. Submitters shall be responsible for the truth and validity of their submissions.
3. Submitted applications for the Asian Mayors Award should meet the following criteria:
i) It should involve an original initiative such as a policy, a project or practice aimed at promoting
social, environmental, technological, economic, and/or governance/administrative undertakings
in the city or region.
ii) It must be currently running, or have been completed within the past two years.
iii) It must provide indicators or evidence of substantial impacts or changes that cause or
contribute to meeting the stated objective(s) of the initiative.
iv) Submissions that do not succeed in being selected for the AMF Award may re-submit in
subsequent cycles should there be new evidence or indicators of impacts or changes.
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Assessment Criteria
Eligible initiatives will be assessed according to four main criteria of equal weight. Documentary
evidence will be required to enable the jury to reach their decision.
i) Innovativeness: the extent to which a new policy, an original project, or creative practice has
been developed to address a major social, economic, environmental or governance issue,
ii) Effectiveness: the extent to which the initiative has achieved or is well on its way to achieving
the proposed objective(s ) and/or desirable outcomes.
iii) Transferability: the value and lessons learned of the initiative in inspiring others to adopt new
policies or good practices,
iv) Significance: the importance or relevance of the initiative in addressing problems and issues
of public concern.
Selection Process
The selection Process used by the Asian Mayors Award to identify the final winners involves two
impartial and independent phases:
i) Phase I: review by a regionally representative Technical Committee comprising of up to 12
persons with extensive experience in different domains to shortlist up to 15 initiatives of equal
merit from all submissions.
ii) Phase II: selection of up to five (5) award winners from shortlist by an independent Jury
composed of five eminent personalities jointly identified by UCLG, metropolis and AMF
Secretariat. The Jury reserves the rights to award less than five (5) initiatives but not more than
five (5) initiatives in any given interval.
iii) The Jury’s decision is final and not contestable.
Awarding Procedures
Submissions which are selected for the Asian Mayors Award will be notified by the Asian Mayors
Secretariat via email, telephone or fax. The Award, including trophies and certificates will be handed
over to the Asian Mayors Award Winners at an award ceremony held at the AMF Plenary session.
The award shall be discerned to the mayor of the award –winning city or a senior official of the city
government should the mayor not be able to come personally.
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Asian Mayors Forum Third Session of Executive Board
27 – 30 November 2013 Gaziantep, Turkey

Program of Work
Wednesday 27 November

Arrival of

Registration at AMF Desk, Şirehan Hotel Lobby www.gaziantepsirehanhotel.com.tr

Delegations

19:00

Meeting at the lobby

19:30

“Ateşin Çocukları” Folk Dance Show

21:00

Dinner

Thursday 28 November

08 : 30 - 09:00

Registration

09 : 00 - 09:45

Opening Ceremony
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

09 : 45 - 10:00
10 : 00-12:00

Presentation of AMF clip (4 mın.)
Welcoming Remarks by Dr. Asim Guzelbey, Honorable Mayor of Gaziantep (10 mın.)
Remarks by Mr. Mohammad Khodadadi, Honorable Secretary General of AMF (7 mın)
Remarks by Dr. Vallop Suwandee, Representative of Honorable Governor of Bangkok, the President of AMF
(7 mın.)
Presentation by Mr. İbrahim Evrim, Deputy Secretary General of Gaziantep Municipality (7 mın.)
Group Photo
Coffee Break
Organizational Matters

1. Secretary General’s Report on AMF Activities
2. Budgetary Issues
- Consideration of Annual Budgetary Report
- Approval of 2014 Annual Budget
3. Date and venue of the Fourth General Assembly Meeting In 2014.
4. Date and Venue of the next Executive Board Meeting In 2014.
5. Secretary General new term of office
6. Any other matter.
12 : 00 - 14:00

Lunch Break
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14 : 00 - 15:30

General Discussion: How To Make AMF More Effective
1.

Holding the meeting of 3 AMF Commissions in 2014

2.

Asian Mayors Award for Urban Innovation

3.

Improving and Utilizing the AMF Website

15 : 30 - 15:45
15 : 45 - 17:00

17: 15 - 18:00

20:00

Coffee Break
General Discussion: Sharing Experiences And Best Practices
1.

Common challenges.

2.

City to City Cooperation

3.

Local Governance and Public Participation

Closing Ceremony
1. Adoption Of The Report
2. Closing Remarks By the Secretary General of AMF
3. Farewell Speech By the Host
Gala Dinner
Bayazhan Restaurant
Friday 29 November
City Tour

09:30
10:00

Meeting at the lobby
Visiting the Culture Road - Culinary Museum, Castle of Gaziantep and Copper Bazaar
(Our Culture Road includes 22 caravanserais, 9 mosques, Turkish baths and many more cultural assets. We
are the capital of gastronomy, our culinary museum will present the richness of Gaziantep kitchen. Copper
Bazaar is one of the oldest market and renovated by the Metropolitan Municipality of Gaziantep)

13:00
14:30

17:00
19:30

Lunch- İmam Çağdaş (Traditional Restaurant)
Visiting the Zeugma Mosaic Museum
(Zeugma is the biggest MOSAIC MUSEUM of the world, located on a surface of 30000m2 and with 2350 m2
of mosaics exhibited. The mosaics belong to the period between BC 300 and AC 280. The construction
costed approximately 50 million USD)
Free Time
Dinner- Akan Restaurant
Saturday 30 November
Departure of Delegations
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List of Participants
NAME

COUNTRY

CITY

TURKEY

ISTANBUL

TURKEY

ISTANBUL

TURKEY

GAZIANTEP

TURKEY

GAZIANTEP

TURKEY

GAZIANTEP

Mr. DIDEM HACIMUSTAFAOGLU

Department of Foreign Affairs of Gaziantep
Metropolitan Municipality

TURKEY

GAZIANTEP

Mr. MASUM SUN

DIRECTOR OF ANKARA METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

TURKEY

ANKARA

Mr. İBRAHİM KAPAKLIKAYA

ISTANBUL METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITYDeputy Secretary General

TURKEY

ISTANBUL

ISTANBUL METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITYInternational Relations Chief

TURKEY

ISTANBUL

Dr. LUTFU SAVAS

MAYOR OF ANTAKYA METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

TURKEY

ANTAKYA

Mr. BASKAN KORUMA

ANTAKYA METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

TURKEY

ANTAKYA

Mr. BASKAN SOFAR

ANTAKYA METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

TURKEY

ANTAKYA

PRESIDENT OF BAALBECK MUNICIPALITY

LEBANON

BAALBECK

MUNICIPALITY OF BAALBECK
Municipality Council Member
Chairman of the Antiquities & Heritage
Committee
PRESIDENT OF WORLD CITIZEN ORGANIZATION
AND SILK ROAD GLOBAL ALLIANCE

LEBANON

BAALBECK

LEBANON

TRIPOLI

KOREA

SEOUL

Mayor of Colombo
Engineer in Chief of South New Delhi
Municipality

SRI LANKA

COLOMBO
SOUTH
NEW
25 DELHİ

Mr. HASAN ALI SUKUR
Mr. ZUVER CETINKAYA
Dr. ASIM GUZELBEY
Mr. ENES YETER
Mr. IBRAHIM EVRIM

Mr. EMRE DÜNDAR

Dr. HAMAD A. HASSAN
Dr. RIMA SLEIMAN

PROF. DR. KHALID TADMORI
Dr. YOUNG HOON KWAAK
Mr. AHMAD JAMALDEEN
MOHAMED MUZAMMIL
Mr. RAVI DASS

TITLE
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND
FINANCING UCLG-MEWA ORGANIZATION
SECRETARY GENERAL OF UNION OF
MUNICIPALITIES OF MARMARA
Mayor of Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality
ADVISER OF MAYOR OF GAZIANTEP
METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
Secretary General of Gaziantep
Metropolitan Municipality

INDIA

Ms. ZHOU ZHONGHUI

Deputy Director of Haikou Foreign and
Overseas Chinese Affairs Office
Division Chief of Haikou Foreign and Overseas
Chinese Affairs Office

Ms. SABINA DAZDAREVIC

CITY COUNCILLOR OF TUTIN

SERBIA

TUTIN

CITY COUNCILLOR OF JERUSALAM

PELASTINE

JERUSALAM

Chairman of Advisers to the Governor of
Bangkok Metropolitan Municipality

THAILAND

BANGKOK

Foreign Relations Officer, Professional Level

THAILAND

BANGKOK

Foreign Relations Officer, Practitioner Level

THAILAND

BANGKOK

Mr. MOHAMMAD KHODADADI

Secretary General of AMF

IRAN

TEHRAN

Mr. OMID REZA SHAKIBAPOUR

EXPERT OF AMF

IRAN

TEHRAN

IRAN

TEHRAN

MUNICIPALITY OF TEHRAN

IRAN
IRAN

TEHRAN
TEHRAN

Mr .Goshtasb Mozaffari

Deputy of Director General for
International Affairs-Tehran Municipality

IRAN

TEHRAN

Mr. Arash Zafari

Deputy of Director General for Publication and
Advertisements-Tehran Municipality

IRAN

TEHRAN

IRAN

QAZVIN

IRAN

QAZVIN

Mr. MEHRDAD TORABIAN

Deputy of planning & Development OF KARAJ
MUNICIPALITY

IRAN

KARAJ

Mr. ALI RIZA PAK FETRAT

MAYOR OF SHIRAZ METROPOLITAN
MUNICIPALITY

IRAN

SHIRAZ

IRAN

SHIRAZ

IRAN

QOM

IRAN

QOM

Ms. ZHOU XIAOLI

Mr. MAZIN NASHASHIBI
Dr. VALLOP SUWANDEE
Ms. RUNGNAPA YOLPRASARN
Ms. PHOJANEE KALAPAK

Dr. MASOUD ISLAMI
Mr. SAJJAD MOHAMMAD
YARZADEH
Mr. Iraj Sharifi Asad

Mr. Masoud NOSRATI

Mr. Ali Reza Khazaeli

Mr. HASHEM MAZAHERİZADEH
Mr. Reza Pouria Far
Mr. Alireza Khaki

SENIOR EXPERT OF AMF
Executive Manager of the Middle East Regional
Center of the Best Practices and Local
Leadership Program

Mayor of Qazvin
Managing Director of Qazvin Municipal
Reconstruction &Renovation Organization of
Qazvin Municipality

ASSISTANT FOR THE MAYOR OF SHIRAZ
Deputy Mayor for Financial and Administrative
of Municipality of Qom
Deputy Mayor for Architectural of Municipality
of Qom

CHINA

HAIKOU

CHINA

HAIKOU
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